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Game Summary:
An intense action/horror game with a super-sexy, super-lethal, super-natural heroine named Agent 
BloodRayne…the most deliciously wicked action heroine ever to grace a console game.  She’s half-human,
half vampire and all woman.  Raised and trained to hunt supernatural evil, BloodRayne is an explosive 
force with lethal style, gymnastic dexterity and a lust for action.

BloodRayne provides an intense 3rd person action/horror experience that appeals to a wide audience of 
gamers.  With a multitude of frighteningly evil opponents, the game is fast-paced, frenetic and battle-heavy.
All this, in combination with the phenomenal graphics, exotic environments and cutting edge sound and 
camera effects transport the player to an awe-inspiring, terror-filled world that will make his hands sweat 
and heart race.  

Game Storyline:
In the years between the World Wars, Agent BloodRayne works as a killing machine for a top secret 
fraternity that hunts down and destroys supernatural threats. Two missions, five years apart, turn out to be 
connected by one man.  For years, this man has been searching the world for powerful occult relics to bring
Germany into a new age of domination. Agent BloodRayne must face this man’s elite Nazi army to prevent
them from releasing creatures of unfathomable terror onto the world in their unwavering quest for the 
relics. Agent BloodRayne will brave the darkest backwater bayous of Louisiana, a formidable German 
Sub-bay and mysterious temple in Argentina, and an immense vampire-infested cathedral-like castle in 
Germany. She finds more than an isolated outbreak of mutated humans and Swamp creatures. She catches 
a glimpse of a much larger plot - a plot perpetrated by her soon-to-be nemesis, Jurgen Wulf, to find 
powerful relics that will enable the Germans to rule the world.

Key Game Features:
 Sex Appeal - Agent BloodRayne exudes sex appeal, ruthless charm and lethal style.  She’s got looks 

and moves that will have gamers lusting for her.
 Bloodlust - Drink enough living blood and you put Agent BloodRayne into an intensely violent state 

called Bloodlust where she does much more damage.  Drink even more blood and she goes into 
Bloodrage…

 Supernatural Abilities - Agent BloodRayne’s supernatural abilities increase throughout the game and 
include incredible speed, inhuman agility, enhanced vision senses, the ability to “slow time” (a la the 
Matrix) and more.  

 Weapons - Agent BloodRayne has silver blades attached to her wrists for which she can gain 
enhancements throughout the game. She’s also expert with submachine guns, pistols, harpoon knives, 
grenades and rifles.

 Horror-filled cinematic action immerses you in a story that you play instead of watch.
 Frighteningly intelligent enemies seek reinforcements, plan ambushes and use your own weapons 

against you.
 Intuitive, responsive and smooth controls make it easy for you to make Agent BloodRayne do what 

you want, when you want her to do it.
 Camera FX feature allows for automatic slow motion camera panning when spectacular events like 

dismemberment or explosions occur.  Camera can be triggered to follow any projectile to its target.
 All-new graphics engine named Infernal Engine from the team that created Nocturne, 4x4 EVO and 

Fly! 
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